Queen of the Agony of Pleasure Mistress of the Silken Thighs Ruler of the whores
Unto Catherine,Mistress of the Bed of the Archduke of Canberry and Lady of Shadows
From Malachant, Queen of the Abyss -Lady of Pleasures,Overseer of the Eternal Debauch
It may be of interest to you and to your sycophants to know that the Abomination of Shur has
ended, as all such do, with his final essence taken captive by members of my Pleasure Guard,
aided by the Ever Unsatisfied as it moved toward the final fastness that it had prepared in the depths
of the five hundred and twentieth plane (who knows what is there - I don’ t visit far away )and
has, at my direction, been thrust into the depths of the larva pits. He is cunning, he will work
his way back out - and become a mighty demon, after we torment him for a couple of hundred
years of course - but he will only return to the Prime if summoned, if he becomes embroiled in the
Shadow War or if he is far more clever than he proved himself in this last escapade.
It may be of interest to you as well however that several dozen of his primest servants are now on the
move, seeking new masters either on this continent or beyond. That leaves two sets of things
that might be manuevered to the benefit of your dissipated lover and his stalwart and so boring
guardswoman.
1. Three major figures who have long owed allegiance to the Abomination due strictly to the
payscale are now free to do as they will. Filegust the Claw - a Rakasta general of
considerable power is in the Southlands not far from the new Empresses refugees with his
remaining war band. Thalmount - a Wizard of great power and a small group of his fellows
are holed up in their tower near the coast south of the threes. Lastly - but perhaps not
leastly - The Demonist Shill the Unspeakable has retreated to his estate almost directly
South East of the Broken Lands near the northern border of the Guard lands. With
Filegast you can deal, he cares only for money. With Thalmount you can deal, he cares
only for knowledge. Neither are moral in any appreciable way, or immoral. Both will
stay bought by a powerful force if they are paid, unless that force falls. Both have
something to offer. Shill I would kill while I could still, were I your ample love. Ooooo
- I made a rhyme!
2. There are still powerful though disorganized forces near the War Women and the ravaged
lands of spice. Many of those forces, though they have been ravaged and seen most
die, will turn to either banditry or mercenary work if left alone too long. On the other
hand, pulled together one might get two or three orgies, I mean legions out of them - and
they were doughty fighters all and not corrupt as so many of us are. They might be useful
in strengthening the spine of the forces the new empress tries to raise from the tattered
remnants of her father’ s ruined legions.
Just a thought or two, perhaps three. Do with them as you will.
Ta.

This is a closing from the Abyss!

